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Modern video streaming

Panopto’s video platform helps you deliver video efficiently across your network and to remote users
anywhere in the world. www.panopto.com/video-delivery

Press record.
Present.
Press stop.
Capturing video is that easy
with Panopto. Create and
share professional recordings
in minutes, without need for
costly post-production or
third-party AV specialists.

Network-friendly streaming

Automatic device detection

Bundled or bring-your-own CDN

Compatible with your WAN Op

Includes the Panopto ECDN

Live and on-demand delivery

Panopto delivers video efficiently and
securely using standard HTTP.

Panopto works out of the box with all major
WAN optimization solutions.

Automatically deliver a playback experience
optimized for each viewer’s device.

For organizations without existing WAN Op,
Panopto provides an enterprise CDN.

Use Akamai and Amazon CloudFront out of
the box, or connect Panopto with your CDN.

Capture video for on-demand viewing, or
stream live to tens of thousands of viewers.

The world’s
top learning
organizations
choose Panopto:
(855) 726-6786 | sales@panopto.com
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Press record. Present. Press stop.

Panopto takes care of the rest.
Record

Webcast

Search

Easy-to-use software for Windows, Mac,
and iOS. Record anything from a simple
screencast to a multi-camera event.

Live stream your presentation at the
click of a button. Webcast to ten people
across town or 10,000 around the world.

Find any word spoken or shown
on-screen in any video in your library.
Panopto’s search is the industry’s best.

Manage

Upload

Stream

Panopto has been named a Leader
4 years in a row in Gartner’s Magic
Quadrant for Video Management.

Panopto automatically converts your
existing video files for playback on any
device and makes them searchable.

Efficiently deliver video across
your network and over the Internet
to viewers worldwide.

Play

Edit

Analytics

Engage viewers with interactive video
players that support multi-camera HD
playback, search, digital notes, and more.

Our video editor makes it easy for
anyone to accomplish common editing
tasks, right from any web browser.

Get insights into which videos are
most popular, who watched which
videos, video engagement, and more.

Mobile

Integrate

Service

Native apps for iOS & Android bring
viewing, search, discussions, and more
right to viewers’ mobile devices.

Connect Panopto with your identity
provider, LMS, and CMS, our extend our
functionality using our open APIs.

Our support has earned 99% customer
satisfaction, 3 years running. Best of all,
it’s included standard in every license.

Try Panopto free in your organization.
Visit panopto.com/try to get started.
(855) 726-6786 | sales@panopto.com

